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CIVIL AVIATION CIRCULAR (CAC-GEN) 05/2020

Subject: Allocation of seats in the aircraft operating in domestic sectors during COVID-19 pandemic situation.

With effect from 13 September 2020, all domestic airlines shall continue their operations in Bangladesh keeping at least 02 (two) consecutive rows from the front/ aft, on any side (left/ right) in economic class and at least 01 (one) row in business class vacant for the use of COVID-19 suspected passenger(s). In addition to the existing health safety measures, operators shall provide ‘Face Guard’ to all passengers occupying either on aisle seat for 02 seats row or center seats in case of 03 seats row. Moreover, operators shall provide ‘Face Guard’ to any passengers if he/she demands so for personal safety.

This circular shall replace only the “25% seat vacant” restriction imposed by CAC-GEN 01/2020 or any other circulars of this authority.
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